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Problem 4.1 
 
Sketch the antenna patterns in the x-y plane for the following arrays of vertical (z-
oriented) dipole antennas.  Include quantitative expressions for the angles and relative 
amplitudes for gain maxima and minima. 
         y 
a)        θ   b)  Same as (a), but excitation = 1 for left antenna,  
         x        and 2j for right antenna 
    0     Equal excitation, 
    1.5λ     in phase       x 
 c)              θ            Calculating the angles of the first two nulls is  
          y                               sufficient. 
        L = 1000λ 
 
Problem 4.2 
 
A car drives along the highway listening to a 100-MHz FM station and hears small quick 
bursts of noise as the car passes through successive nulls caused by multipath, as 
suggested in the figure below, where a perfect reflection (image ray) from a large smooth 
flat metal building interferes with the direct ray perfectly.  The antenna and its image are 
separated by one kilometer and the car is 30 kilometers away, as sketched below. 
 
      Antenna   direct ray   car motion 
        1 km 
 Image     image ray   car 
  Building      30 km 
 
a) If a perfect null occurs at 100 MHz, what is the nearest frequency at which 

another null occurs?   
 
b) When the car is moving perfectly broadside to the direct ray, approximately how 

far apart [wavelengths and meters] do these noise bursts occur?  Briefly  explain 
your method. 



c) At the moment the car is exactly broadside to the direct ray and traveling at 
velocity 40 ms-1, what is the approximate Doppler shift (Hz) associated with the 
reflected ray? 

 
Problem 4.3 
 
The four basic boundary conditions are:  n • (D1 -D2) = σs n • (B1 -B2) = 0 
           n × (E1 -E2) = 0 n × (H1 -H2) =Js 

             y 
a) If σ = 0, ε2 = 2ε1, andE1 =y  +z,  what isE2 near the           E2  

boundary z = 0 that separates medium 1 and 2?                 z     
         E1 

         1   2 
 
b) If σ2 = ∞, ε = εo, and µ = µo, andE incident = xEo e-jk(y +z), what areJs(y) and 

σs on the surface of the perfectly conducting medium 2?  This question relates to 
the figure above 

               
              
Problem 4.4         
                  
A TE wave is incident upon medium 2 at      
angle θi.  If ε2 = 9εo = 9ε1, and µ1 = µ2 = µo, then, 
 
a) What is the angle of transmission θt?        
 
b) If  the same wave were incident at θi from medium 2, what would the critical 

angle θc be?  A quantitative answer is sought. 
 
c) If the incident wave for part (b) arrived at a 45-degree angle, what would be the 

decay rate α along the x axis, where the electric field in medium 1 decays as e-αx?  
What is α in units of λ-1? 

 
 
Problem 4.5 
 
Marconi wants to bounce radio waves off the ionosphere, assuming it is modeled as a 
thick ionized slab with 1012 electrons/m3 (in daylight on a good day). 
 
a) What is the maximum frequency f(Hz) for which waves at normal incidence will 

be perfectly reflected? 
 
b) What is the maximum frequency f5(Hz) at which waves are perfectly reflected if 

they are incident upon this planar ionosphere at five degrees grazing angle?  This 
corresponds to long ionospheric radiowave bounces across the ocean.  
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